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Theory of electrical spin injection: Tunnel contacts as a solution
of the conductivity mismatch problem

E. I. Rashba*
Department of Physics, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 11 September 2000!

Theory of electrical spin injection from a ferromagnetic~FM! metal into a normal~N! conductor is pre-
sented. We show that tunnel contacts~T! can dramatically increase spin injection and solve the problem of the
mismatch in the conductivities of a FM metal and a semiconductor microstructure. We also present explicit
expressions for the spin-valve resistance of FM-T-N- and FM-T-N-T-FM-junctions with tunnel contacts at the
interfaces and show that the resistance includes both positive and negative contributions~Kapitza resistance
and injection conductivity, respectively!.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the seminal proposal by Datta and Das of a s
transistor1 based on spin precession controlled by an exte
electric fieldvia spin-orbit ~SO! coupling,2 there exists per-
sistent and growing interest in spin injection into semico
ductor microstructures. For a spin transistor to work~i! long
spin relaxation time in a semiconductor,~ii ! gate voltage
control of the SO coupling, and~iii ! high spin injection co-
efficient are needed. Slow relaxation of electron spins
semiconductors has been established by opt
experiments.3 Modulation of the SO splitting at the Ferm
level by gate voltage has been reported for both electr
and holes and for different semiconductor materials4–8

Theory of the gate voltage effect has been developed
much detail.9,10

However, as distinct from spin injection from a ferroma
netic ~FM! source into a paramagnetic metal, very efficie
and well documented experimentally,11 spin injection from a
similar source into a semiconductor12 remains a challenging
task. After numerous efforts, promising results have b
reported recently.13–15 Unfortunately, spin polarization mea
sured in Refs. 13 and 14 was only about 1%. Problems w
injection from metallic contacts promoted the idea to us
semimagnetic semiconductor as a spin aligner,16 and high
degree of spin polarization has been achieved in this wa17

However, FM metal sources remain an indispensable too
room temperature devices.

Schmidtet al.18 revealed that the basic obstacle for sp
injection from a FM metal emitter into a semiconduct
originates from the conductivity mismatch between the
materials. They have shown, that in a diffusive regime
spin injection coefficientg is g}sN /sF!1, wheresN and
sF are conductivities of the normal~N! ~semiconductor! and
FM ~metallic emitter! contacts, respectively. Their result e
plains, in a natural way, the striking difference betwe
emission from a FM metal into a paramagnetic metal w
sN /sF*1 and a semiconductor withsN /sF!1. At first
glance, the problem seems insurmountable. However,
show in this paper that insertion of a tunnel contact~T! at a
FM-N interface can remedy it. This contact takes cont
over g and eliminates the conductivity mismatch. For th
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~24!/16267~4!/$15.00
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purpose, tunnel resistancer c does not need to be really large
It should only be larger than competing ‘‘effective resi
tances’’ making the total contact resistance:

r c*LF /sF , min$LN ,w%/sN , ~1!

whereLF andLN are spin diffusion lengths in the FM and N
conductors, respectively, andw is the N conductor width.

It is our general conclusion thatthe spin injection coeffi-
cient is controlled by the element of a FM-T-N-junction ha
ing the largest effective resistance.

Since the dependence of the FM-T-N-T-FM-junction r
sistanceRj on the mutual polarization of FM electrode
~spin-valve effect! is used for spin injection detection, w
have calculatedRj . It originates from the current conversio
in the junction and includes, side by side with a positive te
~Kapitza resistance!, a negative term~injection conductivity!
originating from spin injection and proportional tog2. This
term has never appeared in the literature before.

THEORY OF A FM-T-N-JUNCTION

To make the effect of a tunnel contact most clear,
simplify the problem of a FM-T-N-junction between sem
infinite FM (x,0) and N (x.0) conductors as much a
possible. We apply the diffusion approximation and supp
that the T contact, atx50, is spin selective, i.e., has differen
conductivities,S↑ and S↓ , for up and down spins, respec
tively, and there is no spin relaxation in it. Therefore, t
problem differs from that considered by van Sonet al.19 only
by the presence of the T contact. Because of some subtl
in calculating the potential distribution near spin emittin
contacts, we outline the procedure in some detail.

In the approximation linear in the total currentJ, the cur-
rentsj ↑,↓(x) carried by up- and down-spins can be written
terms of the space derivatives of electrochemical potent
z↑,↓(x),

j ↑,↓~x!5s↑,↓z↑,↓8 ~x!, ~2!

which are related to the nonequilibrium partsn↑,↓(x) of the
electron concentrations and to the electrical potentialwF(x)
in the FM region by equations
R16 267 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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z↑,↓~x!5~eD↑,↓ /s↑,↓!n↑,↓~x!2wF~x!, ~3!

andD↑,↓ ands↑,↓ are diffusion coefficients and conductiv
ties, respectively, of up- and down-spin electrons. Th
equations should be supplemented by the equation

n↑~x!1n↓~x!50, ~4!

maintaining the electrical neutrality under the spin injecti
conditions, and the continuity and charge conservation eq
tions

j ↑8~x!5en↑~x!/ts
F , J5 j ↑~x!1 j ↓~x!5const, ~5!

wherets
F is the spin relaxation time. In the ‘‘metallic’’ ap

proximation, Eq.~4! is equivalent to a Poisson equation a
connects transport in both the spin channels.

Let us introduce symmetric in spins variables

zF~x!5z↑~x!2z↓~x!, j F~x!5 j ↑~x!2 j ↓~x!. ~6!

In these notations, the standard routine results in a diffus
equation

DFzF9~x!5zF~x!/ts
F , DF5~s↓D↑1s↑D↓!/sF , ~7!

wheresF5s↑1s↓ . The equation forwF(x),

wF8~x!5@~D↑2D↓!/DF#~s↑s↓ /sF
2!zF8~x!2J/sF , ~8!

also follows from Eqs.~2!–~5!. Restricting ourselves with
zero temperature,T50,20 it is convenient to introduce den
sities of states at the Fermi level,r↑,↓ , and to apply Einstein
relationse2D↑,↓5s↑,↓ /r↑,↓ . The identities

e2DF5~s↑s↓ /sF!~rF /r↑r↓!,

~r↓s↑2r↑s↓!/rFsF5@~Ds/sF!2~Dr/rF!#/2, ~9!

where Ds5s↑2s↓ , Dr5r↑2r↓ , rF5r↑1r↓ , allow us
to rewrite Eq.~8! as

wF8~x!5@~Ds/sF!2~Dr/rF!#zF8~x!/22J/sF . ~10!

It follows from Eqs.~2! and ~10! that:

j F~x!52~s↑s↓ /sF!zF8~x!1~Ds/sF!J. ~11!

Equations~7!, ~10!, and~11! make a complete system o
bulk equations for the F region. They also determine

z↑~x!1z↓~x!52@2wF~x!1~Dr/rF!zF~x!# ~12!

andn↑(x)5(r↑r↓ /rF)zF(x). Equations for the N region ca
be obtained from them by puttings↑5s↓5sN/2, Dr5Ds
50, andDN5D↑5D↓ :

DNzN9 ~x!5zN~x!/ts
N , wN8 ~x!52J/sN ,

j N~x!5sNzN8 ~x!/2. ~13!

The boundary conditions atx50 follow from the absence
of spin relaxation at the interface. The currentj ↑(x) is con-
tinuous atx50 and the conditionj F(0)5 j N(0), according
Eqs.~11! and ~13!, can be rewritten as

sNzN8 ~0!24~s↑s↓ /sF!zF8~0!52~Ds/sF!J. ~14!
e

a-

n

HerezF8(0) andzN8 (0) are the values ofz8(x) at the left and
the right sides of the interface, respectively. Low tunn
transparency of the contact supports differences in the po
tials z↑,↓

F and z↑,↓
N at the F and N sides of it, and make

z↑,↓(x) discontinuous atx50.21 Similar to Eq. ~2!, these
differences are related to the currents as

j ↑,↓~0!5S↑,↓~z↑,↓
N 2z↑,↓

F !, ~15!

or, in the symmetric variables of Eq.~6!, as

zN~0!2zF~0!522~DS/S!r cJ12r cj ~0!, ~16!

~wF~0!2wN~0!!1
Dr

2rF
zF~0!5r cJ2

DS

S
r cj ~0!, ~17!

where Eq.~12! has been taken into account. The curre
j (0)5 j F(0)5 j N(0) should be found from Eqs.~11! or ~13!.
Here DS5S↑2S↓ , S5S↑1S↓ , and r c5S/4S↑S↓ is the
effective contact resistance.

One important conclusion follows from Eq.~17! immedi-
ately: a finite voltage drop at the interface,Vif5wF(0)
2wN(0)}J, exists even forr c50 because ofDrÞ0. This
fact is not surprising. Similar discontinuities exist at abru
p-n-junctions22 and near current converting surfaces in t
theory of the diffusion size effect.23 They should also con-
tribute to the giant magnetoresistance.24

INJECTION COEFFICIENT

Solutions of Eqs.~7! and ~13! for zF,N(x) are exponents
decaying with the diffusion lengthsLF5(DFts

F)1/2 and LN

5(DNts
N)1/2. Therefore,zN8 (0)52zN(0)/LN52gJ/sN and

zF8(0)5zF(0)/LF . Let us define the injection coefficient a
g5 j (0)/J. Eliminating zF(0) from Eqs.~14! and ~16!, we
get

g5@r F~Ds/sF!1r c~DS/S!#/r FN, ~18!

where r FN5r F1r N1r c , r F5LFsF/4s↑s↓ , and r N
5LN /sN . The equation forr FN shows thatr c , r F , and r N
are connected in series. It follows from Eq.~18! that with
r F!r N , the injection coefficient can be large,g;1, if and
only if r c*r N , in agreement with Eq.~1!. This criterion is
rather soft and is satisfied for narrow tunnel junctions of
atomic scale. Actually, any kind of a spin selective cont
with high resistancer c suits this criterion. Forr c@r N ,r F ,
the injection coefficientg'DS/SF . In this regime the con-
tact takes control overg and completely determines it.

SPIN-e.m.f.

The same FM-T-N-junction can be used for detecting s
accumulationn` homogeneously produced in the N regio
by some external source by measuring open circuit volt
~floating potential! on a FM electrode. This signal is som
kind of photo-e.m.f. and has been successfully used
Johnson25 for detecting spins injected into paramagnetic m
als, while absence of a similar signal from semiconduc
heterostructures26 signifies low spin injection level. Deriva
tions similar to the presented above result in a spin-e.m
signal
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wF52g~eDN /LN!r Nn` , ~19!

whereg is defined by Eq.~18!, and n`5n↑(x5`). Large
value of r N , while suppressing spin injection, facilitate
large magnitude ofwF .

RESISTANCE OF A FM-T-N-JUNCTION

The voltage drop at the interface,Vif , permits one to de-
fine the interface resistanceRif5Vif /J. Finding zF(0) from
Eq. ~16! and substituting it into Eq.~17!, one gets after some
algebra:

Rif~g!5S211@r F~Dr/rF!~Ds/sF!1r c~DS/S!2#

2g@r F~Dr/rF!1r c~DS/S!#. ~20!

The first term in Eq.~20! is an intrinsic property of the in-
terface and does not depend on the presence of noneq
rium spins, while the last two terms cancel whenLN ,LF
→0. Rif2S21 is usually positive but under some cond
tions, e.g.,DS50, Ds/Dr,0, it is negative.

In addition to Vif , there exists a potential drop in th
regions aboutLF andLN around the interface which is of th
same order of magnitude asRif2S21. The total resistance o
the junctionRj can be found by integrating Eqs.~8! and~13!
for wF andwN and finding the integration constant from E
~17!. Subtracting the voltage drop over the nominal res
tances of the FM and N regions from the potential differen
between their ends, we get

Rj~g,r FN!5S211@r F~Ds/sF!21r c~DS/S!2#2g2r FN.

~21!

Two last terms in Eq.~21! originate from nonequilibrium
spins and cancel whenLN ,LF→0. The second term in Eq
~21! is positive and can be identified asKapitza resistance
originating from the conversion of spin flows. The third ter
is negative and explicitly related to the spin injection. The
fore, we term itinjection conductivity. The sum of both non-
equilibrium terms in Eq.~21! is always positive. It is inter-
esting to note that the factorDr/rF which is present inRif
cancels fromRj . ResistancesRif and Rj can be measured
separately in spin-e.m.f. and spin-valve experiments. For c
50, Eqs.~18! and ~21! are equivalent to the results by va
Son et al.,19 hence, the resistance found by them should
identified asRj .

SPIN INJECTION INTO A FM-T-N-T-FM-JUNCTION

General equations derived above are also applicable
system with two interfaces, two tunnel contacts, and an
region between them. We attach indices L and R to the
rameters of the left and right ferromagnets and tunnel c
tacts and neglect spin relaxation in N region since in t
case equations simplify and the problem can be solved
terms of the parameters of a single FM-T-N-junction. Wr
ing equations similar to Eqs.~14! and ~16! for each contact,
taking their sums, and eliminatingzF

R2zF
L @zF

R andzF
L being

values ofzF(x) at the junction boundaries#, one finds injec-
tion coefficientG5( j ↑

N2 j ↓
N)/J:

G5~r FN
L gL1r NF

R gR!/r FNF, ~22!
lib-

-
e

-

e

a
N
a-
-

s
in

where r FNF5r N
w1r F

L1r F
R1r c

L1r c
R, r N

w5w/sN is a nominal
resistance of the N region,w is its width, andgL andgR can
be found from Eq.~18! for L and R interfaces. Similar to Eq
~18!, injection is controlled by the larger of the resistanc
r F

L,R andr c
L,R . To achieve a largeg value it is enough to have

only one tunnel contact, either the left or the right one. T
second contact is only needed for detecting spin injection
the spin-valve effect. Even in a completely antisymmet
system, DsL /sL52DsR/sR, DSL /SL52DSR/SR, r c

L

5r c
R, nonequilibrium spins are present in the N region. Th

is, for r c
L5r c

R50, their concentration equalsn↑
N(x)5

2(sN/2DN)(DsL /sF)r FJ5const, and the resultG50 fol-
lowing from Eq.~22! is tantamount to the absence of diffu
sion currents in the N-region. Nonequilibrium spins in it c
be detected by spin-e.m.f.

RESISTANCE OF A FM-T-N-T-FM-JUNCTION

Similar to a FM-N-junction,w(x) shows abrupt change a
both interfaces and gradual change near them at the sca
LF . Interfacial resistancesRif

L,R are similar to Eq.~20!:

Rif
L,R5Rif

L,R~G,r FNF!, ~23!

i.e., they can be found from Eq.~21!, however, withG in-
stead ofg and r FNF instead ofr FM . The junction resistance
Rj can be written in a similar way in terms ofRj :

Rj5r N
w1Rj

L~G,r FNF!1Rj
R~G,r FNF!, ~24!

i.e., it can be found from Eq.~21! by plugging into it the
parameters of both contacts and changingg→G and r FN
→r FNF. Therefore,Rj also includes the Kapitza resistanc
and injection conductivity. The nonequilibrium part ofRj is
always positive, but the explicit equation proving this fact
somewhat lengthy.

Let us mention that Eqs.~23! and ~24! for resistances, as
well as Eqs.~20! and ~21!, include only products or square
of the differencesDs, DS andDr, while the equations for
potentials@like Eqs.~14!, ~16!, and~17!# include them in the
first power.

Detection of spin injection by the spin-valve effect
based on the change inRj when the magnetization directio
of one of the two identical FM-electrodes is reversed (DsR
→2DsR, DSR→2DSR). It comes exclusively from the
injection conductivity,DRj5r FNF(G↑↑

2 2G↑↓
2 ), and equals:

DRj5gLgR~4r FN
L r NF

R /r FNF!. ~25!

The resistanceRj , Eq. ~24!, remains finite for a com-
pletely antisymmetric system even foruDsu!sF . In the ab-
sence of spin relaxation in the N region and at both conta
no conductivity through a junction could be expected at
first glance. However, it exists and its mechanism is as
lows. BecauseG↑↓50, the currentsj ↑

N and j ↓
N in the N region

are driven only by the electric field and are equal exac
j ↑
N5 j ↓

N5J/2. In the FM regions, the currents of the minori
spins are driven mostly by diffusion. Therefore, the conc
trations of nonequilibrium spins near the interfaces equan
'(LF/2eDF)J, and the only restriction on the diffusion cu
rent comes from the condition that the total concentration
minority carriers is positive, i.e.,nmin

0 6n.0, wherenmin
0 is
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the equilibrium concentration of minority carriers. Henc
the ohmic conductivity of a FM-T-N-T-FM-junction remain
finite even whenuDsu/sF→0, but the ohmic region become
narrower and disappears completely foruDsu5sF . Nonlin-
ear conductivity is outside the scope of this paper.

For r c
L5r c

R50, Eq. ~22! for G is equivalent to the resul
by Schmidtet al.18 However, Eqs.~24! and~25! differ from
the equations for ohmic resistance of Refs. 18 and 26.
cause the derivation procedure has not been specified t
the origin of the discrepancy is unclear.

DISCUSSION

The above theory suggests that tunnel contacts obe
criterion equation~1! should provide a tremendous increa
in spin polarization of the currents injected electrically fro
a FM metal into a semiconductor. Our conclusion is based
the assumption that spin conductivity ratioDS/S is large for
tunnel contacts. In fact, Alvorado27 has shown that spin po
larization is large for narrow barriers and can reach ab
50%. Different types of tunnel contacts have been succ
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